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Small PBMs talk a big 

game to your clients 

and prospects

It seems like every day I hear about another “new” PBM in the marketplace. They say they are a disruptor that “does things 

differently”, “has the key to unlocking the best pricing” and “will bring transparency to the industry”. Unfortunately most o f these 

claims can’t be backed up. Many of these new, small PBMs have a telling partner behind the scenes…Private Equity firms. 

These firms see the intense competition, and that many large PBMs have the cash flow to buyout perceived competition once 

these PBMs begin to grow large enough to pose a threat, as these recent headlines show.

These start-ups operate more like a flashy, new technology company than an actual PBM. They portray a fancy front-end 

operation, but seem to farm out every aspect of their PBM operations. This creates yet another player skimming a piece of the 

pharmacy pie in the supply chain, who is not delivering any incremental value to consumers. They put a catchy brand name on 

top of it all, almost always using “Rx” in their name, and then bring it to market to see if it gains traction. They simply w ant to 

land several large clients, make a name for themselves, and then here comes the spoiler alert: they want to be purchased. 

This has been the storyline for so many technology start-up companies, especially out of Silicon Valley, and now pharmacy is 

being seen as a new pathway for this type of start-up activity by investment firms. 

So, how can you combat these PBMs?

 You educate your clients and prospects on your track record, as well as your strength and longevity. 

 Show strength and transparency by highlighting the advantages you have listed above.

You should also have your clients and prospects ask these new, flashy PBMs questions like:

 What is your 5-year growth plan?

 Do you have staff pharmacists, underwriters, operations, and actuaries for pharmacy?

 Will you provide 3 large client references, who have been with you at least 5 years?

 Can I see some proof points on how you have improved care and saved other clients with your solutions?

Don’t let these “all talk” PBMs woo your clients and prospects; expose them for what they truly are and why partnering with 

you, backed by Express Scripts, is so much different and better.  

As a Health Plan, you have many advantages against these small PBMs:

 You have a proven medical/pharmacy integrated value message that shows real dollar savings.

 You have staff clinicians and dedicated pharmacy teams to customize your pharmacy offerings to best fit the needs of 

your clients.

 You know your regional marketplace. Your goal is to provide long-term                                                           

better health and greater value for members and payers, not to get bought out.

 Your economy of scale and leading clinical solutions in partnering with

Express Scripts is unmatched.

o Express Scripts processes 23%  (1.5b out of 6.3b) of all prescription                                                                                             

drug claims in the U.S. This signals more negotiating power for                                                                                           

better pricing and financial value you can deliver to clients.

o Most small PBMs adjudicate well under 1m claims annually, 

sometimes operating from what appears to be a strip mall setting. 

This does not signal strength, stability, or value. 


